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A B S T R A C T

Orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) is thought to be involved in appropriate processing of rewarding stimuli, and ab-
normal OFC structure and function has been found in patients with substance use disorders. Atypical patterns of
the H-sulcus in the OFC have been primarily identified with schizophrenia, but also with bipolar disorder, both
of which are associated with comorbid substance use. Given the high rates of substance use within Axis I psy-
chiatric disorders, it is reasonable to consider how frequencies of OFC patterns in populations with only sub-
stance use compare to controls. This information is crucial to disentangle whether atypical frequencies of H-
sulcus sulcogyral patterns within psychopathology are associated with the psychiatric or substance use pheno-
type. Here, we present the first analysis of H-sulcus sulcogyral patterns in a population of adult black men with
(n = 84) and without (n = 24) cocaine use disorder (CUD). We find that OFC sulcogyral patterns are not
significantly different from the control group, indicating that OFC sulcogyral patterns are not disrupted in pa-
tients with CUD. As exploratory analyses, we describe OFC sulcogyral pattern subtypes in this cohort as well as
an additional control group (n = 52), in order to add to the growing body of literature on OFC sulcogyral pattern
characterization.

1. Introduction

Cocaine is a highly addictive and powerful stimulant, with use es-
timates of 2.5% in US individuals 12 and older (NIDA, 2015). Cocaine
use and corresponding deaths related to cocaine use has been increasing
in recent years (CBHSQ, 2016), highlighting substance use as a major
public health concern (CDC, 2016). Many individuals with substance
use disorders also have co-occurring psychiatric conditions, including
generalized anxiety disorder (Fatseas et al., 2010), depression
(Armstrong and Costello, 2002; CDC, 2015), attention deficit hyper-
activity disorder (Tims et al., 2002), or conduct disorder (Zulauf et al.,
2014). Lifetime crack cocaine use, specifically, has been previously
associated with co-occurring post-traumatic stress disorder
(Narvaez et al., 2014). While it is common for substance use and psy-
chiatric disorders to co-occur, the influence of drug use on the mani-
festation of psychiatric symptoms is difficult to tease apart. Given the

public health concern of cocaine use and its relationship with multiple
psychiatric conditions, understanding neurobiological alterations that
may predate and thus contribute to risk of substance use disorders
would be prudent.

One morphological marker of interest is the H-shaped sulcal pat-
terns within the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). Although atypical patterns
within the H-shaped sulcus have primarily been associated with schi-
zophrenia (Chakirova et al., 2010; Isomura et al., 2017; Lavoie et al.,
2014; Nakamura et al., 2007; Takayanagi et al., 2010) and more re-
cently, bipolar disorder (Patti and Troiani, 2018), both of these patient
populations typically have a history of substance abuse (Cerullo and
Strakowski, 2007; Margolese et al., 2004). Thus, it has remained a
lingering question whether substance abuse in these populations also
contributes to the observed atypical brain morphology. One recent
study assessed OFC sulcogyral morphology in cannabis users
(Chye et al., 2017). We are not aware of other published studies
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assessing the frequency distributions of OFC H-sulcus patterns in pa-
tients with cocaine use disorder (CUD).

The characteristic sulcal and gyral folding within the OFC region
develops in utero and is thought to remain stable throughout the life
course (Armstrong et al., 1995). Although individual variability exists
within the gyrification process, it is remarkable the degree in which
similar patterns develop across individuals. These sulcogyral, H-shaped
patterns were first characterized in macaques and humans
(Chiavaras and Petrides, 2000). Within each hemisphere of the OFC,
one of three H-shaped patterns are identified based on the continuity
and intersection of the medial, lateral, and transverse orbital sulci, and
were named based on the frequency by which they present within an
adult human population that lacked psychiatric diagnoses
(Chiavaras and Petrides, 2000). It should be noted that although there
were originally three main pattern types, subsequent work has added a
fourth (Chakirova et al., 2010; Nakamura et al., 2019; Nishikawa et al.,
2016; Watanabe et al., 2014).

Previously, uncommon pattern types have been found to occur at
increased frequencies within populations with psychopathology in-
cluding schizophrenia, (Chakirova et al., 2010; Lavoie et al., 2014;
Takayanagi et al., 2010) depression, (Whittle et al., 2014), and bipolar
disorder (Patti and Troiani, 2018). Given the genetic, etiological, and
behavioral overlap across multiple psychiatric conditions, it is reason-
able to consider how atypical sulcogyral morphology may present as a
transdiagnostic indicator for psychiatric dysfunction (Patti and
Troiani, 2018).

Multi-morbidity within psychiatric conditions is common, as those
with substance use disorders also frequently are diagnosed with psy-
chiatric disorders (Rounsaville et al., 1998; Goldner et al., 2014). While
OFC pattern distribution alone was not found to be associated with
cannabis use in a previous study, increased frequencies of atypical
patterns were informative of lifetime use of cannabis, as well as co-
occurring depressive symptoms (Chye et al., 2017). Similarly, although
atypical frequency distributions of OFC H-sulcus patterns were not
identified in patients with Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, less common
pattern type expression was associated with Obsessive Compulsive
Disorder (OCD) illness severity (Delahoy et al., 2019).

Here, we were interested to expand on this work in substance use,
by considering how sulcal patterns varied within a population of in-
dividuals with cocaine use, who were not previously diagnosed with an
axis 1 psychiatric disorder. We sought to address if H-sulcus sulcogyral
pattern frequencies differ between patients diagnosed with CUD com-
pared to controls. In addition to describing and assessing frequency
distributions of the four documented OFC sulcogyral pattern types
(Type I, II, III, and IV, described below), we also include visual depic-
tions of patient's individual morphology, or pattern subtypes, following
from the original paper by Chivaras and Petrides (2000). Subtypes exist
because the characterization of an overarching pattern is merely based
on the continuity or discontinuity of the medial orbital sulcus (MOS)
and lateral orbital sulcus (LOS; Type I: discontinuous MOS and con-
tinuous LOS; Type II: continuous LOS and continuous MOS; Type III:
discontinuous MOS and discontinuous LOS; Type IV: continuous MOS
and discontinuous LOS). Thus, an individual hemisphere of a given
brain can be characterized as one of four patterns. However, there is
additional variability in other OFC sulci that are not considered in
pattern characterization. For example, there is variability in the number
of intermediate and posterior sulci in the OFC, as well as variability in
length and shape of the transverse orbital sulcus. There is also varia-
bility in whether and which OFC sulci intersect, which is not considered
when characterizing the H-sulcal pattern. Outside of the seminal paper
on 50 human brains, no studies have described or assessed the dis-
tribution of pattern subtypes. Here, as exploratory analyses, we describe
all of the pattern subtypes in the cocaine abuse disorder population and
controls and include both visual and written descriptions of these dif-
ferences between pattern subtypes. In addition, we assess whether the
proportion of subtypes are significantly different than controls. For this

analysis, in order to have a comparable number of controls, we include
pattern type distribution data from our own database of pattern sub-
types across control data previously published by our lab. Finally, the
current analysis was completed within a sample of African American
men. While we did not expect sulculgyral frequencies within the control
sample to differ from those of other published control populations, this
work emphasizes a need to include more racially diverse samples within
research protocols, as the majority of sulcogyral tracing studies have
had predominantly white and Asian samples.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Structural images were obtained from a compilation of seven co-
horts, all collected as part of research studies completed at the
University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. Details regarding re-
cruitment and data collection have been previously published else-
where (Childress et al., 2008; Wetherill et al., 2014; Young et al., 2014).
All participants provided their written and informed consent to the
Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) to University of Pennsylvania and all
participating institutions. Briefly, the majority of the cocaine-using
population in the Philadelphia area is African American, with the
samples only including a handful of white participants. Thus, we re-
stricted our sample and analyses to only include right-handed, African
American men (see Table 1 for demographic information) with avail-
able neuroimaging data. CUD participant inclusion criteria specified
that participants be treatment seeking, ages 18–55 years old, and met
DSM-IV or DSM-III-R criteria for cocaine dependence. Smoking was the
primary route of exposure, and participants reported using cocaine at
least 8–30 days before screening. In addition, CUD participants were
required to be available for a 7–10 day inpatient stay.

Both CUD and control participants were recruited through adver-
tisements in the Philadelphia metropolitan area. All participants un-
derwent psychiatric and medical screening before enrollment.
Exclusion criteria for both CUD and control groups included diagnosis
of other psychiatric disorders (as determined by administration of Mini
International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI). Additional exclusion
criteria at the time of scanning included issues preventing structural
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) image acquisition (i.e. claus-
trophobia) or abnormalities detected on MRIs. We included a total of
n = 108 participants from the University of Pennsylvania cohorts,
participants with CUD (n = 84), and those identified as controls
(n = 24).

2.1.1. Participant demographic and phenotype characterization
It should be noted that not all of the same demographic information

was acquired from each of the cohorts, resulting in some information
that is missing between them. Here, we report age, education, alcohol
use, cannabis use, history of abuse, and years of cocaine use. The MINI
(Sheehan et al., 1998) was used to assess cocaine dependence within
the CUD patient sample, or the presence of other psychiatric disorders
within the control population. To assess drug, alcohol use, and phy-
sical/sexual abuse history, study staff administered the Addiction Se-
verity Index (McLellan et al., 1992).

2.2. Image acquisition

MRI scanning was conducted at one Siemens 3T scanner, located at
the hospital of University of Pennsylvania, as described previously
(Childress et al., 2008; Wetherill et al., 2014; Young et al., 2014). High-
resolution, 5-minute anatomical images (T1-weighted 3D MPRAGE)
were collected for each participant with the following parameters: 160
axial slices, 1 mm slice thickness, TR = 1620 ms, TE = 3.87 ms, ma-
trix= 192 × 256, and flip angle 15° We excluded participants with
excessive motion, as the additional noise within the OFC limited our
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ability to make accurate tracing classifications. This included the re-
moval of 13 participants (CUD, n = 10) and (control, n = 3) from our
final analysis.

2.3. Data analysis

2.3.1. Preprocessing
The anatomical images were normalized by first stripping non-brain

tissue using FMRIB Software Library (FSL) Brain Extraction Tool (BET)
(Smith et al., 2004), then aligned along the anterior commissure-pos-
terior commissure plane to adjust for head tilt (using FMRIB Linear
Image Registration Tool, FLIR (Jenkinson et al., 2002; Jenkinson and
Smith, 2001) after registration to an MNI template, and resampled into
1 mm cubic voxels. The fractional intensity threshold in BET was set to
0.3. This sometimes resulted in residual skull or brainstem being left in
the image but insured that we did not inadvertently remove portions of
the brain surface.

OFC sulcolgyral pattern types were classified based off manual
tracings from normalized images using the software ITK-SNAP
(Yushkevich et al., 2006). Pattern type in each hemisphere was de-
termined based on the continuity of the medial (MOS) and lateral (LOS)
sulcus and categorized into four main types (Chakirova et al., 2010;
Chiavaras and Petrides, 2000). Type I is identified by a discontinuous
MOS and continuous LOS, Type II has a continuous MOS and LOS, Type
III discontinuous MOS and LOS, and Type IV has a continuous MOS and
a discontinuous LOS (see Fig. 1). In addition to classifying the main
sulcogyral pattern types, the original paper by Chiavaras and Petrides
also identified that variability exists within each of the main pattern
types, by identifying six pattern subtypes within each main pattern
type. As we identified novel subtypes within each of the main pattern
types, we classified and recorded these as an extension to those ori-
ginally described by Chiavaras and Petrides.

Each participant's bilateral H-sucal patterns were independently
traced, characterized, and subtyped by two tracers (M.P. and S.W.) who
were both unaware of CUD patient/control group status. Inter-rater
reliability was assessed in a random subset (n = 10) participants from
both CUD and control cohorts. Inter-rater reliability between M.P and
V.T was reliable (κ = 0.83 (95% CI, 0.50 to 1.15).

Fig. 2

2.3.2. Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using RStudio 1.2.1335

Table 1
Demographic Characteristics of included participants.

Participant Status
CUD Patients
(n = 84)

Control Group
(n = 24) e

Characteristic
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Group

Comparison a

T-test (p-value)
Age 45 (7) 38 (6) 4.9 (<0.01)
Missing b 2 (2%) –
Education (years) 13 (2) 15 (2) 4.3 (<0.01)
Missing 24 (29%) –
Cocaine Use (years) 18 (9) –
Missing –
Alcohol Use (years) 17 (12) –
Missing 14(17%)
Cannabis Use 40 (48) –
Missing 24 (29)

N (%) N (%) Group
Comparison a

X2 test (p-value)
History of Physical/

Sexual Abuse c
49 (58) 10 (42) 1.8 (0.18)

Missing 2 (2) –
Cohort d A: 18 (21)

C: 29 (29)
D: 11 (13)
E: 8 (10)
F: 12 (14)
G: 6 (7)

B: 24 (100)

a Welch Two Sample T-test used to assess differences in the distribution of
continuous covariates between CUD patients and control group subjects, X2

independence tests were used to evaluate associations between categorical
covariates and CUD patients and control group subjects.

b Participants with missing covariate information are presented as the
number and percent missing.

c Abuse history determined based on participant responses to Addiction
Severity Index questions.

d Seven cohorts were harmonized to create our sample indicated by letter
A:G. Note that all control participants were ascertained from the same cohort,
and that this cohort did not contain any CUD patients.

e This does not include demographic information for the external control
group. Demographic information within the external control group has been
previously described (Patti and Troiani et al. 2018)

Note: All participants in our sample are African American Males.

Fig. 1. Depictions of each pattern
type. Axial slices from the right hemi-
sphere T1 image of example subjects
depicting each pattern type, with tra-
cing overlaid to illustrate each sulcus.
Type I pattern is distinguished by its
discontinuous Medial Orbital Sulcus
(MOS) and continuous Lateral Orbital
Sulcus (LOS). Type II is defined by a
continuous MOS and LOS. Type III is
distinguished by a discontinuous MOS
and discontinuous LOS. Type IV is de-
fined by a continuous MOS and dis-
continuous LOS. Red line indicates
MOS. Blue line indicates LOS. Yellow
line indicates Transverse Orbital Sulcus
(TOS). Green line indicates
Intermediate Orbital Sulcus (IOS). Pink
line indicates orientation of the orbi-
tofrontal cortex from the sagittal plane.
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(RStudio Team, 2015). Chi-square tests were used to evaluate the as-
sociations between categorical variables between those with and
without CUD. For small cells with less than 5 samples, Fisher's exact
tests were employed instead to adjust p-value. First, we assessed if de-
mographic differences (i.e. age, education, and history of abuse) dif-
fered between those with and without CUD. For our main hypothesis,
we compared differences in the frequency distributions within OFC
sulcogyral pattern types in the left and right hemispheres of partici-
pants in the CUD group relative to those participants in the control
group using Chi-Square statistics. We then compared differences in OFC
pattern type distributions between left and right hemispheres between
CUD patients and controls. P-values <0.05 are considered as significant.

Given the relatively small sample size of our available control

population (n = 24) we also include additional independent controls
(n = 52) from a sample that has been previously published from our
group (Patti and Troiani, 2018) for subtype descriptions and as a re-
ference for overall pattern distributions in Table 2.

3. Results

Before completing analyses related to our hypotheses, we assessed
any demographic differences between the CUD patients and both sets of
controls groups. This was completed in order to confirm that char-
acteristics of cocaine use disorder were present in the CUD group, as
well as to establish any demographic differences that may influence
interpretation. Patients who use cocaine were significantly older than

Fig. 2. Frequency distributions for pattern types. Pattern frequencies plotted for each pattern Type across all hemispheres (top panel) and for the left and right
hemispheres (bottom panel). Black bar indicates cocaine use patient group, gray bar indicates no cocaine use group, and white bar indicates independent control
group. Frequencies of pattern type for each group add up to a total frequency of 1. Please note that within the same participant, pattern types may differ between the
left and right hemisphere.
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those in the control group (Welch Two Sample T-test statistic 4.9, p-value
<0.01; Table 1). Individuals in the control group also had greater
educational attainment relative to the cases (Welch Two Sample T-test
statistic 4.3, p-value <0.01; Table 1). H-sulcus patterns are thought to be
laid down early in life and to not change with advancing age, so the age
difference between CUD patients and controls is unlikely to influence
results. Further, it is established that substance abuse disorders can
limit educational attainment (Elliott and Lowman, 2015; Martin et al.,
2015).

CUD patients had an average of 18 years of cocaine use, as well as
17 years of alcohol use, and a self-reported history of cannabis use.
Thus, these CUD patients had a primary addiction of cocaine use dis-
order but were polysubstance users. Abuse history was also self-re-
ported by CUD patents and controls, and was not consistently different,
with 49% of CUD patients having a prior history of abuse and 42% of
controls.

We next assessed whether the distribution of pattern types was
different between cocaine users and non-users. We find that Type I
patterns were the most frequent, followed by Type III patterns, Type II
patterns, and Type IV patterns overall (Χ2 =2.42, p-value = 0.49;
Table 2) and in the left and right hemispheres, individually (Χ2 =0.50,
p-value = 0.92; Χ2 =5.61, p-value = 0.13; Table 2). Because the sample
of controls is relatively small, we also include a comparison with an
existing dataset from a previous publication from our lab. These ana-
lyses indicate that, compared to controls, the distribution of OFC sul-
cogyral patterns is not significantly different in CUD patients with a
history of cocaine use.

As described in the Introduction, there is additional variation that
exists in the OFC sulci and gyri that is not captured by H-sulcus pattern
typing procedure, which only relies on the continuity of the medial
orbital sulcus and/or lateral orbital sulcus. Following from the seminal
paper by Chiavaras and Petrides (2000), as exploratory analyses, we
characterize the subtype patterns of all CUD patients and controls. We
have included descriptions and frequencies that each pattern subtype
was observed in this data set. Rather than limiting our descriptions to
those that we feel may be more important, we have chosen to expand
on our characterizations to include all relevant pattern subtypes for the
purpose of future discovery.

It is important to note that Chiavaras and Petrides characterized 50

human brains and described the most common 6 subtypes for each
overall pattern; including Type I patterns A-F, Type II patterns A-F, and
Type III patterns A-F. In the cases that an individual's pattern was ob-
viously different and could not be characterized as one of the previously
described subtypes, we added a subtype and articulated how it was
different from existing subtypes (see Fig. 3, Supplementary Methods,
and Supplementary Figure S1). It is also important to note that Type IV
was not originally identified in the sample by Chiavaras and Petrides, so
Type IV subtypes are described for the first time here.

For Type I patterns, we observed the same six subtypes described in
Chiavaras and Petrides (2000), as well as eight additional subtypes.
Additional subtypes were included mainly to account for variability in
how the medial orbital sulcus extended in the rostral caudal direction,
as well as how the MOS connected to the TOS. For example, none of the
subtypes described in Chiavaras and Petrides (2000) included a rostral
MOS that extended caudally beyond the plane at which the TOS ap-
pears (Supplementary Figure S1, Type I.7). Further, we added a subtype
in which neither the rostral or caudal MOS intersected with the TOS
(Supplementary Figure S1, Type I.10) and another in which the inter-
mediate sulcus intersected the TOS, but neither the rostral or caudal
MOS (Supplementary Figure S1, Type I.11). We describe each subtype
completely in Supplementary Methods, including specific features that
differentiate subtypes that appear similar.

For Type II pattern subtypes, we observed the originally described 6
subtypes, as well as 3 additional subtypes. Additional subtypes ac-
counted for an absent TOS (Type II.7, a broken TOS (Type II.8) and a
TOS that did not intersect the LOS (Type II.9).

For Type III pattern subtypes, we observed the original 6 subtypes,
as well as 10 additional subtypes. Subtypes included individuals who
had an absent caudal portion of the LOS (Type III.7), an intermediate
sulcus that intersects with the TOS and has a caudal LOS that intersects
with the TOS and extends rostrally (Type III.8), amongst others. As with
the creation of additional Type I and Type II pattern subtypes, we fol-
lowed the convention of Chiavaras and Petrides (2000), naming new
subytypes if they differed in a novel way, while still remaining con-
sistent with the previous pattern subtype conventions. For example,
Chiavaras and Petrides (2000) differentiated pattern subtypes if the
caudal portion of the MOS or LOS extended rostrally beyond the plane
at which that sulcal segment intersected the TOS and whether or not the
intermediate sulcus intersected portions of the sulcal group, even
though intermediate sulcus continuity and connectivity is not con-
sidered as part of overall pattern subtyping. All of our novel subtypes
are consistent with this previously described convention.

The Type IV pattern, consisting of a continuous MOS and dis-
continuous LOS, was not described in the first paper to identify OFC
sulcogyral patterns in the H-sulcus. This pattern has been observed in
most subsequent studies, however, and is either discarded from analysis
or grouped with Type III patterns, since the Type III and Type IV pat-
terns have a discontinuous LOS in common. We observed 5 different
subtypes of Type IV patterns, including a ‘canonical’ Type IV pattern
with a continuous MOS and discontinuous LOS, where the LOS extends
caudally from the TOS (Type IV.1). The other observed Type IV pattern
subtypes were differentiated by a caudal LOS that extended rostrally
from the TOS with a rostral LOS that extended caudally beyond the
plane that the caudal LOS intersected the TOS (Type IV.2), an absent
caudal LOS (Type IV.3), and a rostral LOS that intersects an inter-
mediate sulcus, but not the TOS (Type IV.4). The final subtype (Type
IV.5) is differentiated from Type IV.2 in that the rostral LOS extends in
the rostral-caudal axis along a more medial plane relative to the caudal
portion.

It is not surprising that additional pattern subtypes exist beyond
those described by Chiavaras and Petrides (2000). The original OFC H-
sulcal patterns were described in a group of Caucasian persons with no
known psychiatric diagnoses. Since this seminal paper, there has been
consistent and overwhelming evidence that schizophrenia and some
related brain disorders (bipolar disorder, autism) are associated with

Table 2
Distribution of pattern types between CUD patients, controls, and independent
controls.

CUD
Patients
(n = 84)

Control
Group
(n = 24)

Independent
Control Group a

(n = 52)

All Group
Comparison

Pattern Type N (%) N (%) N (%) X2 (p-value)c

Total
Type I 102 (61) 30 (63) 72 (69) 2.42 (0.49)
Type II 27 (16) 7 (15) 17 (16)
Type III 33 (20) 7 (15) 13 (13)
Type IV 6 (4) 4 (8) 2 (2)
Right Hemisphere
Type I 59 (70) 19 (79) 31 (60) 5.61 (0.13)
Type II 10 (12) 1 (4) 10 (19)
Type III 14 (17) 2 (8) 9 (17)
Type IV 1 (1) 2 (8) 2 (4)
Left Hemisphere
Type I 43 (51) 11 (46) 41 (79) 0.50 (0.92)
Type II 17 (20) 6 (25) 7 (14)
Type III 19 (23) 5 (21) 4 (8)
Type IV 5 (6) 2 (8) 0 (-)

a For reference and comparison we included the number and distribution of
pattern types from an independent control sample identified from a previously
published paper (Patti and Troiani 2018).

c Comparing CUD patients n = 84, to control group n = 24, and independent
control group n = 52.
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atypical distributions of these primary pattern frequencies. Thus, it is
unsurprising that we observe additional patterns subtypes, given the (1)
larger number of hemispheres in the current study and (2) the limited
diversity of the original sample. The patients described here do not

have diagnoses that are consistent with those previously found to have
atypical frequency distributions of the OFC H-sulcus (i.e. schizo-
phrenia). However, it is possible that patients with brain disorders,
including substance abuse disorders, have greater variability in the

Fig. 3. Sulcogyral pattern subtype variation for all patients and controls. Pattern Type cartoon exemplar on left for each of four panels, depicting a canonical
pattern for each Type. Individual subtypes are labeled with letters, with the first 6 letters (A-F) matching the original pattern subtypes identified by Chiavaras and
Petrides for pattern Types I, II, and III. Note that in this original descriptive paper, pattern Type IV (and corresponding subtypes) were not identified and therefore not
included. Any new subtypes that we identified for pattern Types I, II, and III were labeled with the next alphabetical letter. Please note that not all previously
identified pattern subtypes were identified in the sample described here, as reflected in the frequency graphs. See supplementary figures and descriptions for
complete description of methods and individual cartoon examplars and descriptions of each pattern subtype.
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sulci that comprise the H-sulcus, even though the frequency distribu-
tions of the general H-sulcal pattern remains consistent with controls.
See Table 3 for the total number of documented subtypes for each
pattern, as well as the number and percent of subtypes identified for
each group.

Although we are underpowered to assess for statistical differences in
subtypes between the groups, we observe that overall, CUD patients
may have a broader distribution of the pattern subtypes. That is, while
the majority of both CUD patients and controls have the most common
subtypes (Subtypes TypeX.1–2), Overall, CUD patients may have
greater variability for the number of ways in which Type I and Type III
patterns manifest, with ~93% and ~81% of all Type I and III subtypes,
respectively, observed for CUD patients. This can be contrasted with
only 38–64% of subtypes for Type I and III observed in the control
group and independent control groups described here. In combining all
identified subtypes for both the control group and independent control
group, we still find that there are less subtypes identified within this
control population ~61% overall, in comparison to the CUD group
~80%. This variability is particularly noticeable in comparing the more
numerous subtypes identified in the CUD group for Type I ~93% and
Type III ~81% in comparison to the overall control group for Type I
~71% and Type III 50%. While we do not identify differences in the
overall distribution of sulcogyral pattern frequencies between the CUD
group and controls, we do see a larger variation of sulcogyral pattern
subtypes within the CUD group relative to controls; indicating future
studies should include pattern subtype information so that data on
subtype prevalence and distribution can be curated and relevance to
diagnostic status evaluated.

4. Discussion

We do not find differences in the frequency distributions of OFC
sulcogyral patterns in patients with CUD relative to controls. That is,
CUD patients show the expected frequency distribution, with Type I
patterns appearing most frequently and no increase in frequency of
Type II, III, or IV patterns, relative to controls. Previous work has found
increased frequency of Type II and III patterns in patients with schi-
zophrenia (Chakirova et al., 2010; Isomura et al., 2017; Lavoie et al.,
2014; Nakamura et al., 2007; Takayanagi et al., 2010) bipolar disorder
(Patti and Troiani, 2018), and autism (Watanabe et al., 2014), but not
OCD (Delahoy et al., 2019), ADHD (Patti and Troiani, 2018), or can-
nabis use disorder (Chye et al., 2017). However, please note that in
OCD, increased symptom severity, as measured by the Y-BOCS was
associated with increased prevalence of Type II and Type III patterns,
despite no overall difference in pattern frequencies in OCD relative to
controls. In addition, authors found that patients who had Type III
pattern in their right hemisphere tended to use more cannabis in their
lifetime, with lifetime use associated with greater depression symp-
toms. Although gambling use disorder is not a substance use disorder, it
is considered an addiction disorder. A recent study showed that in-
dividuals with gambling disorder had increased Type II patterns when
collapsing data across hemispheres (Li et al., 2019) but did not find an

association with symptom severity.
A key finding in the current study is that patients with decades of

drug use demonstrate the same OFC sulcogyral pattern frequencies as
those without drug use. This indicates that previous results seen in
schizophrenia and bipolar disorder are unlikely to be due to comorbid
drug use in patients and strengthens the assumption that these OFC
patterns are laid down early in life and do not change throughout the
lifetime.

This is the first OFC sulcogyral pattern study that includes a ma-
jority of African American males. Previous work has focused on pri-
marily Caucasian and Asian populations, based primarily on the geo-
graphical location and sampling of laboratories that have expertise in
this type of characterization. Because the overall patterns in the OFC
have also been observed in non-human primates, it is expected that
these patterns and consistency of frequency distributions would be
observed across all races. However, it is interesting and important to
increase our knowledge of pattern types in more diverse samples.
Further, this lack of differences in frequency distribution in an African
American sample suggests that atypical OFC sulcogyral patterns will
also confer risk for schizophrenia in African American individuals.

We describe additional subtypes for Pattern Types I, II, and III and
also describe pattern subtypes observed for Type IV for the first time.
Although we do not observe pattern frequency differences in patients
with CUD, our exploratory descriptions of pattern subtypes and their
distributions across patient and control populations suggest an inter-
esting new avenue for understanding sulcogyral variability within and
between subtypes.

Evidence for atypical sulcogyral patterns in the OFC has pre-
dominantly been found in schizophrenia. As patients with other psy-
chiatric diagnoses are found to have altered OFC sulcogyral patterns,
one might wonder whether this diminishes the utility of this metric as a
specific disease biomarker. We suggest that there is great potential in
further understanding the impact of atypical sulcogyral patterns as a
transdiagnostic marker, as they may reflect shared vulnerabilities that
are present in multiple psychiatric illnesses. Further, sulcogyral pat-
terns may be a brain marker that reflects a shared genetic risk factor
that is common across multiple psychiatric and neurodevelopmental
disorders (Anttila et al., 2018).

This study is not without limitations. It should be noted that in-
clusion criteria for all CUD participants was that individuals must be
treatment seeking (Childress et al., 2008; Wetherill et al., 2014;
Young et al., 2014). This indicates how participants with CUD included
in our study may represent a different subset of individuals with CUD
generally. Future work should characterize sulcogyral patterns within
psychiatric patients where substance use history is well characterized.
Given how the OFC is implicated in reward-based, and goal directed
behavior (Kringelbach, 2005), we speculate that individuals who seek
treatment for substance use disorders may be more similar to controls
than initially hypothesized, given they are motivated to stop their drug
use. Thus, individuals who seek treatment for substance use disorders
are fundamentally different from those individuals who continue to use
substances, yet do not seek treatment (Kessler et al., 2001). This could

Table 3
Number and percentages of subtypes for cases and controls for all subtypes.

Cocaine Use (n = 84) No Cocaine Use (n = 24) Independent Control Group (n = 52) All Controls b (n = 76)

Pattern Type Documented Subtypes Subtypes Identified (%) Subtypes Identified (%) Subtypes Identified (%) Subtypes Identified (%)
Type I 14 13 (92.9) 6 (42.9) 9 (64.3) 10 (71.4)
Type II 9 6 (66.7) 3 (33.3) 6 (66.7) 6 (66.7)
Type III 16 13 (81.3) 6 (37.5) 6 (37.5) 8 (50.0)
Type IV 5 3 (60) 3(60) 2 (40) 3 (60)
Total a 44 35 (79.5) 18 (40.9) 23 (52.3) 27 (61.4)

a This considers the number of subtypes identified within cases and controls respectively, over the total number of previously documented subtypes. Note that the
denominator is includes documented subtypes identified within this sample.

b Includes all subtypes identified between both sets of control groups.
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be why we were unable to detect differences in the frequency dis-
tributions of OFC sulcogyral patterns in patients with CUD relative to
controls. Future studies should attempt to overcome these issues of
selection bias, by investigating the frequencies of OFC sulcogyral pat-
terns in more generalizable populations of individuals with substance
use who did not seek treatment. An additional limitation is that our
results were not corrected for multiple comparisons. We encourage
future projects to obtain larger samples, such that the power necessary
to perform rigorous statistical testing with multiple comparison cor-
rections can be computed. This leads to a potential concern that our
sample was obtained through harmonization of several smaller cohorts.
While slightly different information was obtained through each cohort
specific protocol, all participants were scanned using the same scanner.
It is thus unlikely that differences in cohort influenced individual sul-
cogyral pattern classification. Finally, given the exploratory nature of
our final analysis on pattern subtyping, we were unable to provide
statistical analyses to further investigate differences between CUD pa-
tients and control groups. We encourage future studies to consider
subtyping analyses, in addition to traditional pattern classification.
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